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economic structure were difficult, and that mathematica
comparisons would inevitably lead to false conclusions. O
course, his hosts would have liked to hear that workers an<
peasants in Russia had a higher standard of living than thos<
in countries suffering from the economic crisis. But thougl
they were disappointed in this respect it was still a good dea
to be told that the standard of living had vastly improved, fo
news of distress and of the death of vast numbers in differen
parts of Russia had already begun to spread in various part
of Europe. Once more Moscow had scored.
The same applies to M. Herriof s remarks upon the appro
priate wage of workers in Russia. Referring to a statement b;
Stalin that every man in Russia had to pay in accordance wit]
his work, and was paid on the basis of his performance—i
other words that there was a system of social justice, since i
was the individual's fault if his labour did not yield enough fo
him to live on—he expressed his assent, and thus implicit!
admitted the existence of sufficient supplies on which to liv€
M, Herriot, indeed, went on to eulogize Stalin and his view
by describing affairs in Russia as a "synthesis of labour." "B
this," he went on, "I mean nothing vague or general. By
synthesis of labour I mean that this synthesis is in force wit
you, that the idea of labour contains everything, and ths
hence the synthesis of labour is realized in industry an
agriculture. In Stalin's words, I see evidence of the sureness c
aim and of the dynamics of development in your country."
M. Herriot proceeded to refer to various speeches of Stalii
and ended by saying: **You know that I am no Communis'
but I approach foreign ideas without prejudice. These speech*
of his bear witness to two of Stalin's greatest characteristics-
his intelligence and his courage. And these are qualities whic
I appreciate above everything,"
M. Herriot had thus announced his final verdict before ti
journalists of Russia and the world. He had confirmed that ti
standard of living had vastly improved during the last yea]

